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09:50  Arrival, Welcome & Coffee.

10:10:  Introduction by Apple to Nordic AATCes

10.30:  Overview of the AATCe program in the Nordic Countries

10.45:  iLife & iWork for your students and teachers

11.00:  Pro Application Courses & Market - what does this mean for your AATCe?
         Audio
         Video
         Photo

12.15:  OS X courses offerings for your students - what does this mean for your AATCe?

12.50:  Lunch

13.45:  Embedded Apple Training and Certification within your curriculum - what works what does not! - Interactive session between AATCes and Apple.

14.45:  iTunes U, Apple On Campus, iPhone University Developer Program

15.30:  Wrap up, Questions and closing

15.45:  Special session for any Institutions who have questions about the AATCe contracts or specific questions related to joining the program